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WARNING: READ BEFORE USING YOUR PLAYSTATION* GAME CONSOLE. 

A very small percentage of Individuals may experience epileptic seizures when exposed to certain light 

patterns or flashing lights. Exposure to certain patterns or backgrounds on a television screen or while 
playing video games, including games played on the PlayStation game console may induce an 

epileptic secure In these Individuals, Certain conditions may induce previously undetected epileptic 
symptoms even in persons who have no history of prior seizures or epilepsy. If you, or anyone in your 

family, has an npilcptic condition, consult your physician prior to playing If you experience any of the 

following symptoms while playing a video game-dizziness, altered vision, eye or muscle Iwilches, 
loss ot aura reness, disc Fie mat ion. any i nvol u ntary m o veme nt, o r co nvulsio ns l M M ED I AT E LY 

discontinue use and consult your physician before resuming play, 

WARNING TO OWNERS OF PROJECTION TELEVISIONS: 

Do not connect your PlayStation game console to a projection TV without first consulting the user 

manual for your projection TV. unless it is of the lCD Type Otherwise, it may permanently damage 

you r TV screen. 

USE OF UNOFFICIAL PRODUCT: 

I he use of unofficial products and peripherals may damage your PlayStation game console and 

invalidate youi console warranty. 

HANDLING YOUR PLAYSTATION DISC: 

* I his compact disc is intended lor use only with the PlayStation game console. 
* Do not bond it, crush it nr submerge it in liquids. 

- Do not leave it in direct sunlight or near a radiator or other source of heat. 
- I-Sc sure to take m occasional rest break during extended play 

* Kutt|j this an up. ict disc clean. Always hold the disc by the edges and keep it iri its protect! va case 

whim imi in use, Clean the disc with a I nt-hee, soft, dry cloth, wiping in straight lines from center to 
outer edge Never ise solvents or abrasive cleaners, 
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Sen up your PlaySEif.ion g#mc car sole according to the instructions in 
its Instruction Manual, Make sure the power is off before inserting or 
removing a compact disc. Insert the BLASTER MASTER disc and close 
the Disc Cover* Insert game controllers and turn on the PlayStation 
game console. Follow on-screen instructions, to start a game. 
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START SCREEN mmsa 
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Choose this to play the gams from thei hegin- , 

rting. I ?f ■ 

Choose this to resume a previously saved 

game. It cannot be chosen if no game data 
exists in the Memory Card inserted in the 

')1 \ 
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Memory Card stot. 
v; ' 

| Wi 
Allows you ro adjust various settings 

LOADING 

First select the Memory Card slot which the Memory Card is inserted 

in with the Left and Right directional buttons,and press rhe x button 
to confirm.Then select the game data you want to ioad with the Up 
and Down directional buttons, and press the X button to confirm. 
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it’s the OPTION screen, you can review or 

change the Following settings. 

Use the Up and Down directional buttons to 

select an item and press the X button.Then 

set it to whatever you want and press the X 

button to confirm die change. 

AHows you to set the game difficulty level 

Choo.se from EASY. NORMAL. HARD, 

Allows you to select the game vjcw point 

Choose from LONG or UP. 

Allows you to select the sound mode 

Choose from stereo or mono. 
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I lie yeur is 2QI9.„Tbe Earth is experiencing a. 

scries of large-scale disasters like crustal 

subsidence ^mrl abnormal rides, Not many 

considered the possibility chat ar "extrater¬ 

restrial raid" was behind the global calamity. 

But if tt hadn't been for an underground bat¬ 

tle Fought 3 8 years ago, and one iero in par¬ 

ticular; none of them would be here now... 

His name was Jason . It was he who drove 

the "Lightning Beings" away from our planet 

by manipulating special machines developed 

in an unknown extraterrestrial world. Since 

then, he has continued to save this planet 

from countless threats 

And once again Earth needed his help., .but 

it was no longer possible, since he had lost 

his I life in a. furious assault by the remnants 

of the Lightning Beings a few yea-s back. 



But hope remained in Jason's children, who 

had taken over his mission. 

These names are Roddy and Elfie. After 

Jason's death they inherited his machines 

and continued fighting against the Lightning 

Beings as Jason had wished them to. 

Now they are expecting 5 great assault. 

But they are still inexperienced,.. 

To them the great battle they are about to 

fight is nothing other than a great test. 

A rest to show whether they can save the 

Earth from the biggest danger the planet 

has ever faced. 

The great struggle is about to begin, and 

many secrets will he uncovered. 
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VEHICLE MODE 

States, the attack. mode of EXTRA SrIG ! 

ft also shows the remaining energy for EXTRA MOVE. It is bright¬ 

est when the energy is full and becomes darker ns -he energy 

diminishes 

The energy lessens as you use EXTRA MOVE but gradually 

restores itself after a certain period of time. 

Life, gali 

Shows the remaining endurance power of the machine. 

Shows the attack power. 

By holding down the X button you can increase [he attack power, 

and after reaching a certain point on the gauge the Lock-on system 

can be activated. 

As the gauge increases, tine attack level is also powered up. 

Shows an eagle eye view of die position of the enemy relative to 

the player as well as the gate entrance. 

Lights up when it detects a communication signal from Elfie. 
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RODDY MODE 
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Shows ths remaining energy ihai can be 

used for the Hypersonic gun. 

It is brightest when the energy is full and becomes darker as the 

energy diminishes. I he energy lessens as you use the Hyper Sonic 

Gun but gradually restore? Itself after a certain period of time. 

» » * 
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Shows Roddy's remaining life, 

Shows ch? attack level. 

Shows an eagle eye view of the position of the enemy relative to 

the player as well a? the gate entrance. 

31 The view point of a screen varies, according to the nature of the map. 
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You can display the SUB WINDOW at any time during the game by 

pressing the START button.The SUB WIN DOW shows you a message 

from Elfie, the overall map structure, and the current target point. 

Message from Elfie 

Map of the explored parts of the current zone 

Target point as instructed by Elfie 
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There are entryways called space-time portals which link this world 

with other civilizations, and by passing through them, it is possible to 

travel beyond time and space to a world far away. 

Thus is exactly what our two mam characters came across, and the 

place which looks to be underground is actually the face of an alien 

planet, 

This game focuses on five of 

these such planets. . ( 

Each zone lias its own com¬ 

plexly woven passages fillec 

with all sorts of fiends and 

enemy bosses, but deep inside 

also lies items which may help 

you in your mission. 

There are many locations in 

each of these zones where 

vehicles can’t enter and areas 

covered with traps, so it’s not * 
going to be easy to clear the 

zones without an: element of tactics. 

Cavern 
Zone 

V DEcano 
Zone 

3® Contact 

jungle 
Zone 
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] hss game has two different types of areas: Areas for she vehicle to 

pass through, and areas where only Roddy can go. Switch between due 
vehicle and Roddy from time to time, depending on the type of area 

you want to go to. 

The vehicle can have up to four EXTRA MOVE options. 
At first, the vehicle does not have any of these moves, but they will 

gradually become available as you proceed with the game. 

The four EXTRA MOVE options are listed on the next page, and the 

one assigned to the vehicle at that time, >s the one which is activated. 

To activate, you have to oress the A button, but it cannot he done if 

the Action gauge has reached zero. 
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Climb 

Submarine 

Hover 

When you press the A button while 

moving on land, it increases the 
speed of the vehicle. 

When you press the A button while 

you are in a special area surrounded 
by a cliF, tie vehicle tan climb in 

Allows the vehicle to move in water. 

With this option, when the vehicle 

goes into water, it auLoniadtally 

changes its shape, and when you press 

the A button, It can move In water. 

When you press the A button while 

you are still on land or in the air the 

hover function is initiated to allow 

the vehicle to move through air. 
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Fires due vehicle's basic gun. 

The vehicle- can have four EXTRA 5HOI Options. 

At first, the vehicle does not havt any of these, but it will gradually 
hccorne available as you obtain energy items. 
FXTRA SHOT can be powered up as the gauge increases. 

Each FXTRA SHOT can be powered up in three levels as the gauge 
increases. 

The four FXTRA SHOT options ar e listed on the next page, and the 

one assigned to the vehicle at that time, is the one which is activated. 
To activate, you have to press the O button, but It cannot be done if 
the Option gauge has reached zero. 



Fires a powerful energy bullet straight ahead. 

Especially effective v^hen there is a multitude of 

enemies coming towards you from the front. 

Attacks an enemy within range using a homing 

missile, Especially effective on airborne enemies 

or oilier such enemies which arc hard to aim 

Thunder (T) Attacks and destroys an enemy at dose range 

willi a huge amount of electric current 

Especially effective for a battle in a small area. 

Field guard (F) Generates a defensive shield around the vehicle 

which destroys enemies nearby Especially effec¬ 

tive if you want a defensive attack. 



The SHOT can be powered up .1 maximum of six Levels by obtaining 

the level-up items. But whenever Roddy sustains any damage, the 

SHOT gradually powers down. 

The Napalm bomb causes damage to nil cr 

mies within a certain distance from Roddy. 

Infinite ammunition* 

It generates a bright Light around Roddy and 

enable5 him tp move nt high speeds. 

Whenever h* comes in contact with an 

enemy while this is activated, the enemy will 

sustain damage. Roddy is invincible while this 

is happening, but it consumes a let of Action 

pomts very fast so don't use it unless you 

have to. 



Thf i_ihai,iiict Rodejf oi lIi£ vehicle jumps depends on lov. tong you 

halt! the II / HI bitttan hr. By side jumping, in certain ways, it 
should hf possible tn shant at the rntmy ^IiIf dodging Ifteir 

attack:. This yoj a massive afriiniagt tin th? b'atMeld, 

Atigi jumping you might suddenly find an en*my shooting at you. 
You can dcidga these by performing a SIDE JUMP in mid ait 

There is nn iimndbfc weapon that daddy tan we called ihe HVPEh 

SONIC, flitItough if drains Action ponnli very cuidrty, it allows you to 

Fr.ffve at very higi speeds. and should play a big role in the game. 
It miry he n, gno-d idea ra formulate battle tbchniq.uK5 incorppraiing 

(his. 

When you destroy an enemy* damage may sinnllaneously be sus¬ 
tained by otter enemies by iho Explosion tansed. 'fowl might want it 
try luring the eormy ia ihai they bunch together before picking 
them off. 
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Setow Are scmE of the items you cm obtain m the game. All items 

should assist you in some way. Usually items are found lying around on 
the ground throughout tfte map,Wt It is also possible Co get them by 

slaymg enemies or sometimes also by destroying certain objects. 

However such items that appear by destroying something also disao- 
pear after a white, so it is necessary to grab them quickly, 

r = '/e/i<ile t F=Roddy 
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Saving the game can only be done at save points, of which there are sev* 

era! in each map, 

You will find them to be a great advantage, so use them mane frequently. 

I irst select the Memory Card slot which the Memory Car d is inserted 

in vdth the Left and Right directional buteo-ris* and proceed with pressing 

the X button to confirm. 

Then select the block you want to save your game data in, with the Up 

and Down d recticnal buttons, and press the X button to confirm. 
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Ho 15 tHc 15-yenr old son of Eve 

and Jason, the heroes who once 

fonght against Plutonium Boss in 

Blaster Master. 

Roddy trained in using Sophia by 

his father - is unrivaled in his pilot¬ 

ing skills. 

However, he can easily get emo¬ 

tional and lose contrci of himself. 

Thus,guidance by his sister is 

essential. 

The growth of his character will be 

an important key to this game. 
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Despite her age, Bfie handles all 
the maintenance and 
modifications of Sophia J-7, She 
inherited Eve's talent as an engi¬ 

neer, and provides a perfect com 
pie merit to Roddy. 
Although her task is to guide 

Roddy through (he surface of the 

Earth, she will play an essential role 

in the game by advising and giving 
Roddy emotional and moral sup- 

CHAFACTtfl: 



This combat vehicle was origirally developed by an extra-terrestrial civi¬ 

lization under the official name '’Sophia the 3rd NORA MA-Gi1'. Having 

gone through major modifications by Jason and Elfie, it no longer resem¬ 

bles the original model, So Rod ay and EIf 1c named it ''Sophia J-7'\ 

With various new accessories currently under development, Sophia is 

the most formidable combat vehicle in this world! 

A mutant produced as a resell of an underground nuclear test on an 

alien planet. 

Nothing else is known about Mm, 

Plutonium Boss was reported lo have been destroyed by Jason, 

So, who is this creature now? 

One thing is for sure, it now controls the hordes of mechanical crea¬ 

tures. and k is going to be a greater challenge to beat it, 

An extra-terrestrial. Eve was the former pilot of Sophia, who once 

fought alongside Jason. After, supposedly, destroying Plutonium Boss for 

the last time, she decided to remain on the earth and marry Jason. She 

passed away 5 years ago. Nevertheless, she plays an Important key role 

in this story. 
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Eve & Jason 
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Face it*, you're stumped, so make the call... 
Hints, Tips and Tricks all a phone call away 

US: 900-903-HINT 
5Q.95/US Dollar per minute 

Must be 18 years of age or aerve parent's permission, 
much ton'; phone nr:q.;ireJ. 



WARRANTY AND SERVICE INFORMATION 

CRAVE ENTERTAINMENT, ! NC. WAR KANTS TO Tl IE ORIGIhLA. PURCHASER OFTH15 CRAVE ENTER¬ 
TAINMENT INC SOfTWARE PROD- ITT THAI THE MFDI.IM ONWMICHTHG COMPUTE* PROGRAM IS 
RECORDED 15 Hitt TON DEEtL r5 IN M*l tM.AL AND WORKMANSHIP K.1H, A PERIOD OF NJNt I Y (9U) 
DAYS f RDM THE DATE Cl PUflCl IAS.. 1 ML CRAVL EN 1 ERTA1NME NT, INC, LCI I WARE PROGRAM |$ SOLD 
AS G" AND WITHOUT AVf EXPRESSED OP IMPLIED LOSSES OR DAMAGES OF ANY KIND RESULTING 

FROM USE. OF THIS PROGRAM. 

IF THE CRAVE ENTERTAINMENT INC SCfTWARE PRODUC" FAILS TO COMPLY WITH THIS LIMITED 
WARRANTY, CRAVE ENTERTAINMENT, INC. AGREES 1 O EITHER REPAIR CR REPLACE, AT ITS OPTION FREE 
OF CHARGE.THE NON COMPLYING CRAVE ENTERTAINMENT. INC. SOFTWARE PRODUCT. PROVIDED IT 5 
RETURNED BY THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER. POSTAGE PAID,WITH PROOF OF FI IRCHASETO CRAVE 
ENTERTAINMENT, INC-'i FACTORY SERVICE CENTER. 

WHf \ RETURNING THE PROGRAM FOR WARRANTY RFPI AL'FM-NT PI FASE SEND THE ORIGINAL PROFJ- 
IJf. ' DISC[5} ONLY IN P'ROT K. 1IVE PACKAGING AND INCLUI it: (1) A PHOTOC IFY OF YOU* DAI fcD 
SALES RECEIPT, [2) TOUR NAME AND RLIURN ADDIlLii IYFUU OR CLLARLY PRIN ILD;f2)A UR LI NOT. 
DESCPIEING TH E DEFECT THE PROBLEM^) YOU ARE ENCOUNTERING AND THE SYSTEM ON WH CHYOl, 
A lit RUNNING THE PROGRAM; .A| IF YOU ARS. RETURNING THE PROGRAM AFTER THE «JC DAT WARRAN¬ 
TY PERIOD. BUT WITHIN ONE YEAR AFTERTBE DAT! OF PURCHASE PLEASE INCLUDE CHECK OR. 
MONEY ORDER FOR 115 111. CURRENCY FER DISC RE PI ACEMENT NOTE: CERTIFIED MAIL R.ECOM. 
MENOEO 

I N THE U.S. SEND TO: 

WARRANTY REPLACEMENTS 
CRAVE ENTERTAINMENT. INC. 
I9i4£ RANG HO WAY 
RANCHO DOMINGUEZ,CA 90220 

THIS WARRANTY SHALL NOT BE APPJ CABLE AND SHALL BE VOID IF THE DEFECT IN THE CRAVE 
ENTEFiTAJ NM ENT. NC. SOFTWARE PRODUCT HAS ARISEN THROUGH ABUSE. UNREASONABLE USE. MIS¬ 
TREATMENT NEGLECT OF; REASONABLE WEAR AND TEAR. THIS WARRANTY 5 IN l IEU OF A|... OTHER 
WARRANTIES AMD NO OTHER. REPRESENTATIONS OR CLAIMS OF ANT NATURE SHALL EE BINDING ON 
OR OBLIGATE CRAVE ENTERTAINMENT, BMC- ANY IMPU ED WARRANTIES APPLICABLE TO THIS SOFTWARE 
PRODUCT INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR. A PARTICIPATING PUR- 
POLL. ARC LIMITED IO THE NINETY .90 DAY ASP, OD DESCRIBED ABOVE. IN NO EVENT WILL CRAVE 
FNTFRTAINHENT. NC. BE UA&lE FOR .ANY DIRECT. SPECIAL INCDEN_AL Oft CONSEQUENTIAL DAY. 
AG E5 RESULTING FROM POSSESSION, USE Oft. M At FUNCTION OF THE CRAVE ENTERTAINMENT IMC 
SOFTWARE PRODUCT. 

SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS AS TO HOW LONG AN MPII ED WAF RANTY LASTS AND-TR 
EXCLUSIONS OF LIABILITY MAT NOT APPLY TO YOU, THIS LIMITED WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC 
LEGAL RIGHTS AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS, WHICH VARY FROM STATE TO STATE. 
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